
IN LOVE WITH THE IDEA OF INTERPRETING AND TELLING 
EVERYTHING THAT TURNS AROUND THE WORLD OF BEVERAGE 



CORPORATE PRESENTATION



Brevetti Waf, was founded by the mechanical 
designer Walter Fortunato in 1970 on the outskirts of 
Vicenza, the city of Palladio, in the heart of 
northeastern Italy. For 50 years, Brevetti WAF from a 
simple design, creates, produces and exports all 
over the world the culture of beverage and the 
personality of "Italian sensibility" objects.



Why choose Brevetti Waf? 

Whether you are a professional in the sector or passionate about the culture of beverage, 

buying and using a Brevetti Waf product gives you the guarantee of having an excellent tool 

in your hands to enhance the value of your product. We believe that without passion there is 

no evolution and without research there is no innovation. We therefore arrive at innovation 

starting from the passion that moves us, through research that never follows paths already 

explored, but is always evolving and looking to the future. We are "open mind" by nature. 



Technology & Quality
In Brevetti Waf, growth and development pass through technological innovation, automation 
of production processes and logistics organization and service for our customers, ensuring 
the best quality / price ratio and maximum responsibility.

Specialist in the processing of PMMA 
The company, in its two European production units, processes 160 tons / month of polymers, 
of which 50% is VEROGLAS® ultra-pure methacrylate, transparent or colored.

Assortment
We aim for a range that meets and possibly anticipates needs. That is extended in breadth 
and depth, in which all factors play: product types, occasions of use, shape, function, 
material, color. We would like to transform the assortment into a choice and the choice into 
freedom.  To give each his/her own.



Head quarter Via  Palazzon, 72 26051 CREAZZO (VI)  - ITALY 

Plant area 9000 m²

Automatic production lines 27 work cells

Material Transformation/Time 300 Kg/hour

Warehouse and Logistics 3500 m² 



OUR PRODUCTS 



Excellence at 360°

The company's dedication has led it to be one of the leaders in the transformation of 

polymers in Italy and in Europe in the production of ice coolers, both buckets and bowls, all 

unmatched in transparency, resistance and design. Our items are elegant and precious like 

crystal objects but practical and light, thanks to a material, Veroglas® that is treated with 

exclusive techniques, and to a quality control carried out piece by piece.



Stopper … a passion!

The WAF’s Block System® represents a brilliant invention for the preservation over 

time of the precious characteristics of wines, sparkling wines and champagnes. The 

fixing bracket has been designed to counteract the vertical thrust that the stopper 

receives and therefore guarantees the seal beyond six atmospheres.



The Classic of Italian enology 

Uncorking a bottle represents the encounter between the culture of drinking and the 
importance of a ritual. Designed for the first patent in 1965, Waf corkscrews have over time 
equipped themselves with increasingly sophisticated technology, so much so that today they 
are considered a classic of Italian enology. An important itinerary, where the evolution of an 
object takes the form of a specific purpose: uncorking a bottle of wine easily and safely.



Outdoor & contemporary design

The Brevetti Waf unbreakable tumblers are perfect for all those occasions in which it is not 

possible to use real glass, such as when it is necessary to preserve the safety of outdoor 

environments or to comply with municipal regulations. Our tumblers are designed in full 

harmony with the lines of contemporary design and their brilliance and transparency make 

them noble, beautiful and pleasant to hold.



Blown Stemware

The Brevetti Waf Blown Stemware collection, functional and with contemporary lines, is 

based on an ancient production technique, the mouth-blowing of glass but modernized  

with sophisticated technologies that use bright and transparent thermo-plastic polymers. An 

excellent compromise to taste a good wine, a cocktail or a beer on all occasions or in 

outdoor environments. Taste and design for a refined but at the same time practical, 

unbreakable and extremely safe line.



Retail Packaging

Today, the purchase process requires various points of contact with brands, often digital, but 

fortunately also physical. Brands must be agile and responsive to consumer needs, offering 

integrated and seamless communication paths.  Our proposed ready-to-sell packaging is 

designed in full harmony with contemporary packs that allow you to access the article for an 

objective view, accompanied by the right information.



As you want it …

In its fifty years of experience, BREVETTI WAF has developed the best technologies to create 
exclusive and personalized objects. To convey the brand on one's creations, to make a brand 
standout, is the mission entrusted to all the Made in Brevetti Waf collections. It is not a 
question of a simple branding decoration, but of the strong manifestation of a personality.



Brevetti Waf 

distributes in five different channels

Wineries > 3000 clients 

HORECA distributors > 250 clients 

Large-scale distribution and C&C > 40 clients

Retail > 300 clients 

Industrial b2b > 70 clients 



Contacts details:

Brevetti Waf Srl 

Office

tel. +39 0444 522058

www.brevettiwaf.it

http://www.brevettiwaf.it/


THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION 


